Nick Carter and Lauren Kitt
Are Expecting a Celebrity
Baby Boy!

By Abbi Comphel
Celebrity couple Nick Carter and Lauren Kitt announced some
great news on Monday night on Dancing with the Stars.
According to People.com, Kitt is pregnant after trying for
about a year. They also announced the sex of their celebrity
baby, and it’s a boy! Their announcement was made on DWTS,
where they opened a giant gift box and a dozen blue balloons
floated out. This is great celebrity baby news.

This celebrity baby is going to be
a (Backstreet) boy! What are some
ways to creatively announce the
gender of your baby to friends and
family?
Cupid’s Advice:
It is such an exciting time when you find out you and your
significant other are expecting a baby. So of course one of
the first thing you want to do is tell your family and friends
what the gender is. Well Cupid has some creative ways for you
to announce the gender of your baby:
1. Social media: Social media is the perfect way to announce
the gender of your baby. You and your significant other can
either post a video or picture wearing the colors that
represent the gender of your baby.
Related Link: Nick Carter and Wife Lauren Kitt Are Celebrating
First Celebrity Pregnancy
2. Throw a dinner party: Throw a dinner party with your
closest family and friends. At the dinner party you can bring
out dessert, preferably cupcakes or cake and have it be the
color of the gender.
Related Link: Simon Cowell Gives Louis Tomlinson Parenting
Advice in Latest Celebrity News
3. Send a post card: If you just want your closest family and
friends to know, then send a post card. Dress up, hold
balloons, or hold a banner with the gender color and take a
picture of that. Put it on a cute post card and send it out.
They will be so surprised.

What are some creative ways to announce the gender of your
baby to your family and friends? Comment below.

